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NEXT STEPS IN FEDERAL EDUCATION POLICY 

REGARDING ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS 

 

More than 10.5 million –or 20 percent of all—U.S. students speak a language other 

than English at home, and more than 5 million lack sufficient proficiency to be 

taught in English without support.  In four states, between 15 and 25 % of all 

students are ELL.
1
 It is now a fact that states with large ELL populations cannot make 

significant progress in closing achievement gaps if they do not meet the challenge of 

better educating ELLs, and nationwide the failure to bring these students to a level of 

academic proficiency will continue to retard reform efforts.  

 

Although immigration has leveled off in recent years, the percent of students who are 

English learners will remain high because overwhelmingly these students are born in the 

United States; more than three-fourths of Elementary school EL students are native born
2
. 

In addition to language difference, most ELs must also confront the disadvantages of 

poverty, as at least two-thirds of these students are also low-income.
3
 

 

Despite their large and increasing numbers
4
 the data on ELL students indicate that 

we are failing to educate them well. According to federal NAEP data, in 2009, only 12 

percent of English learners were proficient in 4th grade math compared to 41 percent of 

all students. What is worse is that the achievement gaps grow as they go up the grades. 

By 8
th

 grade only 5 percent of ELLs are proficient in math compared to 34 percent of all 

students. As a result of these very low academic proficiency levels, schools with high 

concentrations of ELL students are more likely to be failing AYP than schools with high 

concentrations of any other group except students with disabilities.
5
  Finally, ELLs also 

have very low graduation rates – well below 50 percent according to recent data.
6
  

Students who are doing very poorly in school are at high risk of dropping out.
7
 

Contributing factors to the poor overall performance of English Language Learners is the 

failure to accurately assess what they know and can do, the stigma and demoralization 

that attaches to failing tests when they do not understand the language of the test, and the 

failure to monitor these students’ progress for a sufficiently long period of time after they 

have been reclassified as English proficient. 

 

It is critical to maintain and strengthen subgroup accountability. Schools and 

districts are unlikely to address achievement gaps without consistent attention focused on 

subgroup performance. NCLB has been widely credited with bringing attention to 

subgroups that had formerly gone unnoticed in aggregate data, and for attaching 

consequences for failing to improve their achievement.  It would be a grave mistake to 

reduce this focus on such a large and underperforming subgroup.   

 

ESEA should adopt a system of monitoring ELL students for purposes of 

determining their academic progress, including graduation rates, from entry until 

the time they leave school under a category called Total English Learners (TELs).  

For all other purposes, students should continue to be identified as ELL when they lack 

sufficient proficiency in English to be mainstreamed into regular classes, and should be 

reclassified as English Proficient when they reach an adequate level of English 
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proficiency.  However, solely for the purpose of monitoring their mid-term progress and 

their long term outcomes, all present and former ELLs should be captured in a category 

we call Total English Learners (TELs). Current law provides for EL students to remain in 

the category for up to two years after they have been reclassified as fluent in English, but 

this results in (1) too little time to chart the progress of these students, and (2) an 

“emptying out” of the EL category of successful students. Struggling ELLs remain in this 

category the longest, distorting the schools’ successes under Title I accountability 

provisions. When these students do exit the category, many continue to need, but do not 

receive, academic and language support. These longer-term needs, originating in 

language problems, are often then overlooked.  Many studies suggest that as re-classified 

(deemed proficient in English) former ELs move through the grades and academic 

content becomes more challenging, their performance deteriorates.
8
  This suggests that 

such students need continuing support and/or that they may have been re-classified 

prematurely.
9
 

 

In violation of ESEA requirements, many states assess EL students for academic 

achievement with tests that are neither valid nor reliable for ANY purpose. The 

GAO’s recent report on the assessment of EL students noted: “Education’s recent 

NCLBA peer reviews of 38 states found that 25 did not provide sufficient evidence on 

the validity or reliability of results for students with limited English proficiency, although 

states have been required to include these students in their assessments since 1994.”
10

  

The WIDA consortium of 25 states has developed English language proficiency (ELP) 

measures that begin to standardize ELP assessment in those states, but the instruments do 

not test academic achievement. 

 

Invalid and unreliable assessment, as well as the failure to assess what students 

know in their primary language, results in poor instructional programming. Without 

assessment in a language and/or form they can understand, students often are required to 

repeat material they have already learned in their primary language, and the opportunity 

to build on what they already know is lost.  EL students are often held back 

unnecessarily, and their schools are unfairly penalized because these students cannot 

demonstrate their knowledge adequately in English.
11

  

 

The ESEA should require states, in conjunction with test makers, to certify the 

validity of their tests for purposes of determining academic achievement of EL 

students, adhering to the Joint Standards
12

,
 
which include that ELL students must be 

incorporated in the development of the tests.  

 

The ESEA should make parent involvement a high priority for ELL students. In a 

period of fiscal constraints it is imperative to identify ways to improve schooling 

outcomes by tapping into underutilized resources.  Parents of ELL students are one of 

these resources. These parents are much less likely to be involved with their children’s 

schooling than are native born and English speaking parents
13

 and yet this is a critical 

asset in improving the academic outcomes for all students.  A large body of research has 

now established the critical link between parent involvement and student academic 

outcomes.
14

  Recent research demonstrates that parental support for the school’s goals, 
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such as reading with children, monitoring homework, and providing a quiet space to 

study, can be more important than simply attending school meetings,
15

 and these are 

things virtually all parents can do if provided with guidance and support.  However, it has 

been shown that schools do not reach out to immigrant and non-English speaking parents 

as effectively as they do with middle class and English speaking parents.
16

 

 

Recruiting teachers who speak the languages of ELL students is one of the most 

cost-effective ways to increase parent involvement and tap critical, underutilized  

resources for ELL students. One reason for this is that most teachers of ELL students 

are not proficient in the students’ language and therefore are reluctant to reach out to their 

parents.  Recent research conducted by Civil Rights Project researcher, Megan Hopkins, 

demonstrates that teachers who speak the same language as their students are 

significantly more likely to outreach to non-English speaking parents and these parents 

are significantly more likely to share their questions and concerns about their child’s 

schooling with these teachers.
17

 

 

Additionally, while there is substantial evidence that teachers of ELLs need specialized 

skills,
18

 ESEA is silent on the definition of a “highly qualified teacher” for ELL students. 

Nonetheless, Hopkins
19

 has shown that teachers who speak the language of their students 

actually use a wider range of research-based pedagogical strategies than teachers who are 

unable to communicate with their students in the same language.  

 

Recruitment incentives in the ESEA should be used to encourage the hiring and 

retention of multi-lingual teachers and staff. 
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